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Polarization and clustering in scientific debates and problem framing: network analysis of the science-policy interface for grassland management in China
Aitong Li and Masaru Yarime

ABSTRACT. Environmental problems are usually framed by a repertoire of arguments articulated by a network of individuals (scientists and policymakers) and their affiliated institutions. Given the complexity of this network, it is important to conduct network analyses on both individual and organizational levels to achieve a better understanding of the underlying political structure that influences science-policy communication. Through an empirical study of a policy network related to grassland management in China, our study examines the underlying political structure of the network as well as its political impact on the problem-framing processes. The analysis reveals that political polarization and power imbalances in the network, the product of existing institutional arrangements, have confined the framing of environmental problems to specific areas and impeded the development of comprehensive policies.
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INTRODUCTION
Searching for solutions always begins with properly framing the problem. Framing is a process that involves narrowing one's focus, selecting and organizing facts and evidence, developing concepts and models, interpreting data, and defining priorities (Entman 1993, Benford and Snow 2000, Nisbet and Mooney 2007). This multistage process, together with the diverse interests that emerge along the way, provides ample space for an array of social and political factors to come into play. Consequently, framing a problem is not just a matter of reaching scientific consensus but “an interplay of scientific discovery and description with other political, economic, and social factors” (Jasanoff and Wynne 1998:4).

Embedded in socio-political contexts, this framing process is closely linked to an extensive network formed at the science-policy interface. Larger than the scientific community alone, this network comprises scientists, policymakers, and other stakeholders (Bäckstrand 2003, Offermans and Glasbergen 2015). It is “a knowledge-based network of individuals with a claim to policy-relevant knowledge based upon common professional beliefs and standards of judgement, and common policy concerns” (Rose 1991:15-16). The knowledge of this group of social actors will influence the problem framing process and the subsequent policy decisions (Kenis and Schneider 1991, Haas 1992). Failing to produce legitimate policy often reflects ineffective communication and political asymmetry rather than simply the lack of credible scientific supports (Stone 2002, Pregernig 2014). Examining the internal organization of this policy network is crucial for understanding power dynamics in problem-framing processes.

When connecting problem-framing processes with a policy network, one must be aware that this policy network develops around existing institutional arrangements that bind individuals and organizations together. This institutional arrangement is often self-sustaining and may create constrains for subsequent development and change (David 1994, Cheon and Urpelainen 2013, Schoon 2013). Various theories of institutional continuity and change have been well discussed in political science and other disciplines; they all seek to explain the underlying political mechanisms that sustain, reinforce, or reproduce institutions' status quo (Pierson 2004, Thelen 2004, Mahoney and Thelen 2009). Pierson (2004:35) notes that institutions “may encourage individuals and organizations to invest in specialized skills, deepen relationships with other individuals and organizations, and develop particular political and social identities.” Moreover, actors endowed with more power may use their authority to “increase their own capacities for political action while diminishing those of their rivals” (Pierson 2000:36). This process of political clustering and power disparity is closely related to the development of problem framing. Strong clusters can work to enhance the attractiveness of their own arguments in relation to the alternatives supported by contending groups, complicating the problem-framing processes.

Previous research, however, tends to describe the complex interactions at the science-policy interface in qualitative terms; this method limits these studies’ scope of analysis to a few political actors. Moreover, researchers often determine these lists of actors or institutions ahead of time rather than compiling them from real-life data. This approach leaves researchers at risk of overlooking important hidden actors or agencies involved in political decision-making. Given the extensive network behind policymaking processes, incorporating network data is crucial for understanding the complex array of individuals and institutions embedded in scientific discussion and problem-framing processes (Bodin and Crona 2009, Muñoz-Erickson and Cutts 2016).

Copyright © 2017 by the author(s). Published here under license by the Resilience Alliance.
GRASSLAND MANAGEMENT IN CHINA

Grasslands cover more than 40% of the land in China (SBEP 2006). Climate change, population migration, and agricultural expansion have long affected the distribution of grasslands (Wu and Loucks 1992, Ye and Fang 2013). Public concern for this environmental problem has increased in recent years, partially a result of the sandstorms that blanketed the sky of Beijing in the 1990s (Zhang 2012). Most of the sandstorms occurred in the early spring, “blowing from Inner Mongolia (especially Alxa and the eastern grasslands) and northern Hebei into Beijing and Tianjian, and as far as Japan and the Koreas” (Brown et al. 2008:44).

These environmental events provoked mounting public concern for grassland degradation in Inner Mongolia. In response to the public outcry, policymakers and scholars from different disciplines began to discuss the possible root causes of grassland degradation and called for a new level of government intervention. Policymakers who participated in the discussion came mainly from the Ministry of Agriculture, the major government agency overseeing comprehensive grassland management. Scholars who joined the discussion came from various disciplinary backgrounds, including geography, economics, ecology, and anthropology. The participating scholars and policymakers proposed various possible root causes, including overgrazing, climate change, agricultural expansion, mining activities, lack of modernization, and loss of local environmental knowledge. Despite the coexistence of multiple casual explanations, the framing of the problem was eventually narrowed down to few areas.

In the early 2000s, the Chinese government announced the implementation of grazing bans. As indicated by the policy, the government tends to assume that overgrazing is the main cause of grassland degradation. However, some researchers point out that the official overgrazing claim may be based on shaky scientific ground. As noted by Harris (2010), Chinese government’s evaluation of grassland condition is rarely subjected to scientific examination. Without standardized definitions and systematic training, “local grassland bureaus” are inclined to classify “areas under their jurisdiction based on superficial and subjective impressions” (Harris 2010:3). This lack of credible statistical data raised the question of the validity of the official overgrazing claim.

Other criticisms of the grazing bans have concentrated on the top-down approaches and the transformation of local herding behaviors toward a more individualized management that considers only short-term economic interests (Dong et al. 2007, Yu and Farrell 2013). The controversy surrounding the grazing bans remains.

From multifaceted discussions of grassland problems to the official policy targeting overgrazing, ideas were seemingly filtered out during the framing processes through the science-policy interface. What type of forces have determined the flow of ideas among and between scientists and policymakers? Fully understanding the mechanism requires a closer look at the interactions among these actors.

METHODS

Two sets of data were used to construct the science-policy network interface regarding grassland management in China. The first set of data involved academic papers selected from the China Academic Journals Full_text Database (1951 onward) provided by the China Knowledge Resource Integrated Database (CNKI), which includes publications across a wide range of disciplines in China. The selection of scientists and their papers was based on a snowball sampling approach, a common method used “to identify who the relevant actors are when boundaries are not well defined” (Muñoz-Erickson and Cutts 2016:58). One important scientist in the field of grassland management was selected as the starting point for the search, with the scholars cited by this first scientist becoming candidates for the next round of searching. All selected papers, either in citing others or being referred to, had to contain the key words “grassland destruction,” “grassland degradation,” or “grassland conservation.” To limit the sampling to major scholars, another criterion was added: to be regarded as academically important, a given paper must be cited by more than three other papers. This search generated a body of 173 papers written by 141 authors.

The second set of data involved articles from the official website of the Grassland Monitoring and Supervision Center of the Ministry of Agriculture, which provides official state opinions on grassland management. A total of 231 articles containing clear arguments on grassland degradation were extracted. This dataset included: (1) articles written by officials and (2) articles selected by the government to introduce scientific findings to the general public.

Out of the 173 academic papers and 231 official articles, 7 general categories of scholars and policymakers were identified: (1) geographers, (2) anthropologists, (3) ecologists, (4) engineers, (5) economists, (6) scholars from miscellaneous fields (others), and (7) officials. These scholars and policymakers expressed different understandings of the root causes and framed the problem in various ways. To reveal the underlying structures of this policy network, two types of networks, an actor-opinion network and an actor-institution network, were constructed. Such networks containing nodes belonging to different types (individuals versus opinions or institutions) are known as two-mode networks in social network analysis (Wasserman and Faust 1994).

For the actor-opinion networks, scholars and policymakers were linked to the opinions they ever presented in their papers or articles. The total number of opinions is greater than the total
Table 1. Distribution of opinions among scholars and policymakers. Anth = anthropologists, Ecol = ecologists, Engi = engineers, Geog = geographers, Econ = economists, and Official = government officials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opinions</th>
<th>Anth</th>
<th>Ecol</th>
<th>Engi</th>
<th>Geog</th>
<th>Econ</th>
<th>Official</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of people</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of opinion occurrence</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural expansion</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overgrazing</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of modernization</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overpopulation</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanization</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketization</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invasive species</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deforestation</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodent damage</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privatization/enclosure</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of local knowledge</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resedentarization</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree plantation</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional overlap</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-down intervention</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS

An actor-opinion network and an actor-institution network were constructed (the use of colors and symbols are consistent among figures). The actor-opinion network mapped various framings of grassland problems as articulated by scientists and policymakers. All opinions were manually grouped into 17 categories (shown in Table 1). The most frequently discussed causes were agricultural expansion, overgrazing, lack of modernization, and loss of local knowledge. To give a dynamic picture, the changing numbers of opinions over years are shown in Table 2. From 1950 to 1990, agricultural expansion was the most frequently discussed cause, and it did not take long for overgrazing to become the dominant argument (2001-2010). For the four most frequently discussed causes, their numbers of occurrences reached the peak between the years 2001 and 2010, which indicates that during that period the grassland-degradation debate heated up.

Instead of unanimously agreeing on the root causes, different groups focused on different causes. As visually illustrated in Figure 1, ecologists and engineers talked more about agricultural expansion, overgrazing, and lack of modernization, whereas anthropologists concentrated their attention on sedentarization, privatization/enclosure, and loss of local knowledge. Those framings shared by most groups (such as climate change, agricultural expansion and marketization) are located in the center of the network. Officials concentrated on overgrazing, lack of modernization, and mining. The fact that officials and ecologists share a similar understanding of grassland problems indicates that the ecologist group received more official recognition than other disciplines. This ideological affiliation between officials and ecologists also suggests a large scientist-policymaker cluster formed at the science-policy interface.

This mapping of opinions was followed by an examination of institutional affiliations. The visual depiction of the actor-
institution network (shown in Fig. 2) not only reveals an ecologist-official cluster but also brings to light a two-pole structure—that is, with one group of nodes affiliated with the MOA and the CAS concentrated on one side and another group affiliated with CASS and SEAC on the other side. Between the two poles, there was a group that was constituted of individuals affiliated with the UIM. In social network analysis, this UIM group would be considered a bridge community that can potentially facilitate the exchange of knowledge and perspectives.

**DISCUSSION**

**Diverging scientific understandings**

Before analyzing the policy network as a whole, we should first consider the historical development of scientific interpretations of grassland problems. Scientists in the network have diverging opinions about what has happened to the grasslands. Closely examining these opinions revealed how different groups approach grassland problems from various perspectives and developed their own understanding of the problem. We limit our discussion to the four most frequently discussed causes, as shown in Table 1: (1) agricultural expansion, (2) overgrazing, (3) lack of modernization, and (4) loss of local knowledge.

Discussion about the possible negative impact of agricultural expansion can be traced back to the 1950s when a group of historical geographers ventured into the areas of desertification and developed a historical interpretation of local land degradation as a result of unwise agricultural expansion. In the late 1950s and the early 1960s, Renzhi Hou (Hou and Yu 1973) conducted one of the most prominent of these historical studies. Agricultural expansion in different historical periods has subsequently been discussed along similar lines. These scholars argue that the historical expansion of agricultural activities into grassland areas triggered a vicious cycle of soil erosion and environmental degradation, which eventually led to desertification in ecologically fragile regions. Scholars and policymakers have widely accepted this explanation, which is often referenced as a complementary cause to what other scholars believe to be the major cause of grassland degradation.

The overgrazing interpretation is primarily advanced by the ecologist group. By the 1960s, they built their own models and grassland classification systems (Wu and Loucks 1992). Ecologists used these classification systems to systematically evaluate grassland conditions and describe in a more standardized way the problem of grassland degradation (Wang 1992, Wu and Loucks 1992). They argue that grasslands experienced degradation as the number of livestock kept by local communities exceeded the grasslands’ carrying capacity (Li and Ji 2004, Xu and Yang 2009). To control the problem, ecologists have called for more efforts in assessing the maximum number of livestock that can be raised on land units without causing irreversible degradation, as well as stricter government regulations that keep the total number under the calculated threshold (Williams 1996, Zhou et al. 2005, Zhang et al. 2014). This overgrazing interpretation has been called into question in part because of the difficulty of calculating the exact carrying capacity, especially in arid and semiarid regions, and also because it fails to factor in other socioeconomic variables (Williams 2002, Yeh 2005, Sayre 2008, Xu 2014).

The lack of modernization explanation has its roots in the perceived low productivity of traditional pastoralism, particularly discussed in the field of grassland systems engineering. Xuesen Qian, one of the most widely cited advocates of modernizing pastoralism, wrote an article in 1984 entitled “Grass, Grassland-based Industry, and the New Technological Revolution” (Li 2002). In the article, Qian proposed some similarities between grass plantation and crop growing, arguing that grasslands had the same fundamental biological mechanism as agriculture, namely the conversion of solar energy into carbohydrates. Based on this similarity, Qian concluded that it was possible to improve the productivity of grasslands by copying the model of industrialized agriculture. This industrial model became an ideal venue for engineers to lament the low productivity of local pastoralism and frame the grassland problem as a product of a lack of modernity.

The lack of modernization often dovetailed with the discussion surrounding overgrazing because both arguments share the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Changing opinions about grassland degradation over decades.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overgrazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of modernization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overpopulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invasive species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deforestation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodent damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privatization/enclosure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of local knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resedentarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree plantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-down intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers in the table represent the number of papers in which a certain cause was mentioned.
premise that local pastoralism should be transformed and modernized to incorporate the scientific calculation of carrying capacity as well as the efficient management of production activities. For this reason, many ecologists mentioned both of these causes in their papers (see Table 1).

Social scientists, and primarily anthropologists, who focused on cultural and social aspects of grassland problems, prioritized another cause, namely the loss of local knowledge. Historical changes, such as the privatization of grassland use rights, fencing and enclosure, and sedentarization, have transformed traditional herding patterns, communal relationships, and local adaptive strategies to the semiarid/arid environment. As a result of these changes, social scientists worry about the possible loss of local environmental knowledge (Erdenbuhe 2004, Zhang 2008, Xun 2011). Some even argue that the transformation of local practices and the absence of traditional regulating and coordinating systems serve as the root causes for the problems of overgrazing and grassland degradation (Zhang 2008, Luo 2013). The arguments of these Chinese scholars echo international criticism of land privatization and officials' lack of understanding of indigenous knowledge (Ostrom 1990, Williams 2002, Dove 2006).

From our analysis, we can tell that the four causes, agricultural expansion, overgrazing, lack of modernization, and loss of local knowledge, can be traced back to different disciplinary groups. Most scholars generally agree on the negative impacts of agricultural expansion on grasslands, although greater divergence surrounds the other three causes. In Figure 1, we can see that ecologists and engineers gravitate to one end of the network, clustering around overgrazing and lack of modernization; anthropologists, however, are clustered at the other end around loss of local knowledge. This mapping of opinions reveals the tensions inside of the scientific network.

One might expect that the lack of scientific consensus would prevent the government from taking a clear stance on this issue. On the contrary, instead of fully engaging with the scientific debate, policymakers showed no hesitation in siding with ecologists and engineers in the network. Official articles frequently discussed the causes of overgrazing and lack of modernization while largely ignoring alternative interpretations. The ideological affiliation among ecologists, engineers, and officials reflects strong scientist-policymaker connections inside the network.

**Affiliation, clustering, and polarization**

Scientists and policymakers are not only divided by their opinions, but are also separated by institutional affiliations. Connecting individuals with organizations in an integrated network helps to illustrate the development of the scientist-policymaker cluster and the emergence of dominant problem-framing positions within the science-policy interface.

In this case study, the policy network was partitioned into two groups, with ecologists, officials, the CAS, and the MOA at one
end and anthropologists, the CASS, and the SEAC at the other (see Fig. 2). At first glance, the CAS-CASS divide seems to indicate that the partition of the network follows the conventional cleavage between the natural and social sciences. Scholars of the two national think tanks seem to engage in limited interdisciplinary communication in the area of grassland management. Between the two groups, however, there was one bridge group, the UIM. Bridge groups linking different organizations and systems are considered to provide a valuable platform for collaborative research and knowledge sharing (Hahn et al. 2006, Olsson et al. 2007, Berkes 2009, Weiss et al. 2012). The presence of the UIM group in the network may indicate that a certain degree of interdisciplinary exchange takes place at the local level.

The involvement of government agencies, however, further complicates the picture. Three government institutions were included in the policy network, the MOA, SEAC, and SFA. The MOA administers both agricultural and pastoral activities, and as mentioned before, is the major institution in charge of comprehensive grassland management. The SEAC mainly addresses ethnic affairs. Its current responsibility is overseeing the implementation of national ethnic policies, conducting ethnic studies, and coordinating ethnic affairs with other socioeconomic activities. It should be noted that although grassland management is not explicitly included in its administrative responsibilities, the SEAC is one of the government institutions funding social science research in pastoral regions. The SFA has a relatively marginal role in the network because it mainly oversees forest management. Excluding the SFA as a marginal actor, the relationships between the MOA and SEAC seem to constitute the backbone of this policy network. Therefore, examining the MOA-SEAC dynamic became central to our analysis of the development of the policy network.

**Underlying structure: an unbalanced institutional arrangement**

The MOA is the major institution for overseeing comprehensive grassland management and comprises 19 administrative bureaus, including the Animal Husbandry Bureau, which regulates grazing activities (Brown et al. 2008), and the Grassland Monitoring and Supervision Center, which monitors grassland conditions and implements grassland conservation policies. Although it plays an
important role in grassland management, the MOA's capacity to regulate pastoralism and conserve grasslands is often compromised by its agriculture-centered perspective, as indicated in its name as the ministry of agriculture. It has a strong propensity to apply to pastoralism an agricultural managerial philosophy, which emphasizes the importance of intensive production, also known as industrial agriculture. In addition, the MOA advocates for the grassland industry (also known as industrial pastoralism), which is supported by grassland engineers (Li 2010).

Regarding the SEAC, although grassland management is not explicitly included in its administrative responsibilities, it has historically influenced the economic policies in ethnic regions (including Inner Mongolia and Tibet) and therefore has indirectly affected the management of grasslands and pastoralism. In the 1950s, as indicated in the minutes of SEAC’s Third Extended Meeting, its managerial goals included “carrying out cautious intervention and facilitating stable progress” and “revitalizing animal husbandry production” (People's Publishing House 1958:100-112).

A balanced administrative system might have become possible if the MOA and SEAC enjoyed relatively equal authority in grassland management. However, the SEAC has been limited to a supplementary role by the central government since the late 1980s. In the outlines for the National Working Conference on Pastoral Regions, issued in 1987, the MOA (at that time the Ministry of Agriculture, Pastoralism and Fisheries), rather than the SEAC, was designated as the primary agency for overseeing grassland management and pastoral development:

In order to enhance and coordinate the economic administration of pastoral regions, the conference decided that, while in collaboration with the SEAC and supported by other bureaus, the Ministry of Agriculture, Pastoralism and Fisheries [later changed into the MOA] will be the leading institution to conduct research and design economic development plans for pastoral regions and to lead, supervise, and check the fiscal conditions and the implementation of guidelines and policies in pastoral regions.

This institutional arrangement has changed little since 1987. The MOA remains the leading institution for research into grassland-management policies. The creation of an unbalanced institutional system has had a long-term effect on the framing of grassland problems. In contrast to the sector-centered MOA, the SEAC embraces a more holistic approach toward managing pastoral regions. Instead of limiting its focus to economic development, the SEAC has historically emphasized the importance of traditional culture and practices in pastoral regions. The MOA has eschewed such a holistic approach, which has discouraged an interdisciplinary discussion of grassland problems. Moreover, the SEAC has financially supported an intellectual base, including anthropologists and other social scientists. The limited role of the SEAC in the field of grassland management suggests a constrained funding source for social scientists concerned with grassland-degradation issues, which in turn affects the power of social scientists in the policy network.

Political constrains on problem framing

The preexisting institutional arrangement, namely the power imbalance between the MOA and SEAC, has greatly affected the clustering inside the policy network and the framing of grassland problems. The dominance of the MOA in the administrative system is reflected in the balance of scientific arguments inside the policy network. Although four major interpretations of grassland degradation have developed over time, they do not receive the same degree of official recognition. The MOA, because of its interests in the industrialization and modernization of local pastoralism, tends to argue that local traditional practices are less productive and more destructive to grassland environments. This political orientation has led officials in the MOA to selectively endorse certain framings, namely overgrazing and lack of modernity, that support their political beliefs and to form a strong scientist-policymaker cluster with ecologists and engineers. This process reinforces a dynamic cycle of research activities, affiliations, and policy development. Political affiliation and clustering, rather than a static state, reflect an ongoing process of active connection and network evolution. Those in a different ideological camp, on the other hand, have much less political power. The limited authority of the SEAC in the administrative hierarchy after 1987 has led to the weak political influence of the anthropologist-SEAC cluster and subsequently the marginalization of their framings of the problem of grassland degradation. As a result, the problems of overgrazing and lack of modernity enjoy more time in the spotlight, whereas the problem of loss of local knowledge does not receive enough political support.

Scientific interpretations of grassland degradation circulate inside the policy network, with discussions among scientists from different disciplines and subfields helping to generate a repertoire of concepts and ideas that have enriched a popular understanding of grassland problems. An array of factors, however, have mediated the introduction of these scientific ideas into the policy domain, including the ways that scientists reach consensus, how scientists and policymakers communicate and reconcile their arguments, and the balance of power relations between institutions. In this case study, the dominance of the MOA and the strong ecologist-official-MOA cluster has excluded from the policy domain the discussion of loss of local knowledge. Despite the fact that the science-policy interactions are dynamic and fluid rather than static, the science-policy interactions in this case study are inevitably circumscribed by the underlying political structure of the policy network.

The framing of grassland problems based on overgrazing and lack of modernity has gradually been incorporated into policymaking after the year 2000, as shown in Table 3. Starting from the year 2003, the Chinese government announced the implementation of a series of grazing bans in the Notice on the Task of Returning Pastures to Grassland. These policies included four major regulations: year-round or seasonal grazing bans, demarcation of fallow fields, rotation grazing, and livestock confinement (Dong et al. 2007). The validity of the overgrazing argument was reinforced in the following decade by the continuous issuing of policies and national plans made of similar scientific framings. So is the lack of modernization argument. Similar framing can be constantly observed in official documents concerned with grassland conservation and agricultural development, including the Master Plan on National Grassland Conservation, Construction and Utilization issued in 2007, the Plan for Ecological Protection and Construction (2013-2020) in 2013, and the National Plan for Agricultural Modernization (2016-2020) in 2016. The modernization of local pastoralism is
Table 3. National policies and related scientific framings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Official document</th>
<th>Related framing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Notice on the Task of Returning Pastures to Grassland</td>
<td>Overgrazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Master Plan on National Grassland Conservation, Construction and Utilization</td>
<td>Agricultural expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of modernization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Opinion on Improving Returning-pastures-to-grassland Policy</td>
<td>Overgrazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of modernization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overgrazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Working Plan on Establishing Grassland Conservation Regime</td>
<td>Rodent damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of modernization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Notice of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China on Issuing the National Plan for Agricultural Modernization (2016-2020)</td>
<td>Overgrazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of modernization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overgrazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rodent damage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study links the policy network with a historical self-reinforcing process that has led to the development of the power imbalance. Our explanation focuses on the initial events that put the framing of grassland problems on a certain trajectory and the social mechanism (in this case, a process of clustering and polarization) that has reinforced the trajectory. This analytical approach draws this study closer to path dependence discussions. Due to limitation of available data, our work only provided a snapshot view of the network and advanced the first step to understanding the dynamic interactions among individuals and institutions at a macro level. Revealing these mechanisms will eventually help us to develop hypotheses about “the kind of events or processes that might generate major subsequent change points” (Pierson 2004:52). The power imbalance in the network helps to explain why certain environmental arguments are extremely persistent. It also points us to a direction of reform that could potentially disrupt the mechanism of reproduction and offers an instrument for future change.

CONCLUSION

The analysis of the policy network reveals the political forces that affect the framing of environmental problems, which are determined by the science-policy interactions at both the individual and organizational levels. Power dynamics at the organizational level, as a result of the existing institutional arrangement, may give rise to the formation of a particular scientist-policymaker cluster in the policy network. By increasing the attractiveness of certain arguments while suppressing other alternatives, the scientist-policymaker cluster may set the limits for the development of alternative framings and policies. In this case study, the application of social network analysis allowed us to untangle the multilayered structure of the policy network and bring to light the connections between the political structure of policy network and the framing of environmental problems. Since the 1980s, the arrangement of the administrative system has paved the way for the formation of an ecologist-official cluster in the network as well as the dominance of certain ways of framing the problem of grassland degradation. This study stresses the importance of understanding the political structure of a policy network to enhance science-policy integration, facilitate meaningful institutional changes, and achieve the sustainable management of natural resources.

Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.php/9321
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